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Optical turbulence
The atmosphere is not homogeneous, air is flowing at
different pressures and temperatures.
The index of refraction of air depends on pressure and
temperature, so any fluctuation will bend light beams.
Effect on telescope
image quality known
since Newton.
Importance of
environment control
since Racine, 1991!

Index of refraction and turbulence
First important point:
Index of refraction variations depend on temperature and pressure:
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P=pressure in millibars, T=temperature in Kelvin, wavelength in microns
(very weak dependence)
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pressure is constant because velocities are highly subsonic - pressure
differences are rapidly smoothed out by sound wave propagation.
Therefore mechanical turbulence at equal temperatures produces little
optical turbulence (important!). And thermal instability/inhomogeneities
produce much more optical degradation than one might expect.
e.g. Low Wind Effect (we’ll come back to this)

Index of refraction and turbulence
Second important point:
Close to ground, pressure is greater, generating more index of
refraction variation for equal 𝚫T.
Close to ground is where 𝚫T is usually greatest.
Optical turbulence characterised by refraction index structure constant
Cn2, measure of variance of refractive index per unit volume (m-2/3)
Values of Cn2 measured inside domes ≃ turbulence generated
through wind shear in tens of miles of free atmosphere.
Yet this is the one we have access to and can potentially
correct at the source before it even degrades the optical
beam (somehow!)

Adaptive optics
This is why this technique was developed: to correct aberrations
in a light beam in real time (without worrying too much where the
turbulence
come from
or what it is).
The goal is
to restore the
coherence of
the beam,
which means
flattening its
wavefront.

AO taxonomy
Many specialised applications have developed since:
Medical AO, ophthalmology, study of live cells in-situ.
Industrial AO (laser cutting, optical telecommunications).
And in astronomy:
Increase the quality of the correction: ExAO, HDRI.
Increase the FoV: MCAO, MOAO, GLAO.

Ground-layer adaptive optics
Correct turbulence common to entire
field, which means close to the pupil
(and the ground).

Guide
stars

GLAO correction may be slow but not
low-order
Performance is not diffraction limit but
seeing improvement.
Need many (>3) guide stars to
average free atmosphere turbulence.
And also need to start understanding
where the turbulence occurs (and
why?)

McCarthy &
Hart 2010

Anisoplanetism
The correction degrades as the shear in deformations
increases when the distance to the guide star increases.
The further the turbulence is from the pupil, the stronger
the anisoplanetism.
Pueo image shows much larger isoplanatic field than
expected (Also, Altair)
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Very wide field AO
Many GLAO projects:
VLT AOF, ULTIMATE-Subaru, LBT, Keck study, TMT,
GMT.
We originally had a project for CFHT with a 1˚ field of view,
but never found a satisfactory optical design (constraints
on pupil and image quality are stringent over a very wide
field).
We decided to demonstrate the concept on a “small”
telescope, this is the imaka at UH88 project (PI: M. Chun).
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Project found NSF ATI funding for
demonstrator at UH88”
With almost 0.4˚ FoV
A wide field AO system for <k$800?
DM: Subaru Bim36
mWFS (fixed positions)
Carbon fiber structure, cheaper, but
mostly lighter.
Required due to telescope weight
and moment limits.
RTC off-the-shelf PC w/real time Linux.
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24’ x 18’
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PS: J. Lu

24’ x 18’
‘imaka Field

First Light
October 2016: test-fit, SCAO
November 2016: camera noise, interaction
matrices, first attempt at GLAO
January 2017: use of (integration) science
camera: FLI 8000x6000
February, March & May 2017: First
results, GLAO, turbulence profiles, first test
of tomographic reconstructor.
Good performance!
More observing runs in February, May and
August 2018 with STA 10kx10k camera
(11’ science FoV)…
Planned use of Hawaii4-RG with 7’ FoV this
semester…

‘imaka First Light
4’ x 5’ Commissioning Camera

‘imaka First Light
4’ x 5’ Commissioning Camera

30”

On-sky improvements

On-sky improvements

UH88”

WIDE-FIELD GLAO CORRECTION
FWHM (as)

NIGHTLY STACK SEEING LIMITED
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I-band, 11’x11’, Nightly stack,
texp~20min spread over half night
NIGHTLY STACK GLAO CLOSED-LOOP

PSF
Morpholgy
From focal plane images (FLI camera).
Results published F. Abduhrraman etal. 2018
Wings of PSF are strong because
ΔNEA ≠ ΔFWHM2.
Indicative of diffusive turbulence or small
outer scale (dome? Topographically induced
turbulence?)
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Abstract
ʻImaka is a ground-layer adaptive optics (GLAO) demonstrator on the University of Hawaii 2.2 m telescope with a
24′×18′ ﬁeld of view, nearly an order of magnitude larger than previous AO instruments. In 15 nights of
observing with natural guide star asterisms ∼16′ in diameter, we measure median AO-off and AO-on empirical
FWHMs of 0 95 and 0 64 in R band, 0 81 and 0 48 in I band, and 0 76 and 0 44 at 1 μm. This factor of 1.5–1.7
reduction in the size of the point-spread function (PSF) results from correcting both the atmosphere and telescope
The Astronomical Journal, 156:100 (17pp), 2018 September
Abdurrahman et al.
tracking errors. The AO-on PSF is uniform out to ﬁeld positions ∼5′ off-axis, with a typical standard deviation in
the FWHM of 0 018. Images exhibit variation in FWMM by 4.5% across the ﬁeld, which has been applied as a
correction to the aforementioned quantities. The AO-on PSF is also 10×more stable in time compared to the AOoff PSF. In comparing the delivered image quality to proxy measurements, we ﬁnd that in both AO-off and AO-on
data delivered image quality is correlated with ʻImaka’s telemetry, with R-band correlation coefﬁcients of 0.68 and
0.70, respectively. At the same wavelength, the data are correlated to DIMM and MASS seeing with coefﬁcients of
0.45 and 0.55, respectively. Our results are an essential ﬁrst step to implementing facility-class, wide-ﬁeld GLAO
on Maunakea telescopes, enabling new opportunities to study extended astronomical sources, such as deep galaxy
ﬁelds, nearby galaxies, or star clusters, at high angular resolution.
Key words: instrumentation: adaptive optics – site testing – atmospheric effects
1. Introduction
Adaptive optics (AO) is a powerful tool for correcting
distortions caused by Earth’s atmosphere and delivering
diffraction-limited images. Despite the advantages they present,
most AO systems have a relatively small ﬁeld of view (FOV),

Ground-layer adaptive optics (GLAO), ﬁrst proposed by
Rigaut (2002) to improve wide-ﬁeld imaging for large
telescopes, attempts to stretch the limits of AO even further.
GLAO uses several guide stars to correct the shared groundlayer turbulence of a large FOV, rather than along a single path

Decreasing r0

Decreasing L0

Turbulence Profile
Vertical turbulence profile can be inferred from multiple wavefront
sensor measurements cross-correlations (SloDAR method).
Same idea as the one used on CANARY, GeMS, etc, but with a few
personal touches.

Fit data with this model, with r0 and L0 as free parameters. Difficult to
measure L0 accurately when vibrations are present (when are they not?)

Turbulence Profile
Night of February 16, 2017

Turbulence Profile
Simplex with fixed L0. Integrated seeing from auto-covariances, Ground
layer by averaging cross-covariances, and free atmosphere =
subtraction of both. Profile on residual covariances.

Total
seeing
Free
atmosphere
Ground
layer

Tube seeing?
Imaka turbulence profile algorithm allows to get negative
conjugation turbulence, i.e. inside the tube.
Characteristic signature, pass through turbulence in tube 3 times.
Primary is conjugate to -400m, 25cm above is -300m.
Reasons to believe tube/dome seeing is more important than
previously suspected, up to 0.4” (e.g. difference between DIMM
and IQ)

Local Turbulence
Obviously affects GLAO, but not only…
On VLT-SPHERE and Subaru SCExAO, worst seeing when low wind.
Low wind effect, source is radiative supercooling of secondary mirror
spiders. Gradient over pupil quadrants with phase jumps at spiders.
More generally, aliasing: high spatial frequencies are seen by WFS
and reintroduced in AO loop as low spatial frequencies; degrade
images much more than original small scale defects.
What about supercooling of trusses with a little bit of wind?

Turbulence power spectrum feeds into design level simulations, what if
we have it wrong? Temporal characteristics are most likely very
different too.
Also, how to vent a dome? Design and/or operation…

been used.
The IQ values are summarised in Table 1. This table can be compared to the
table published in an earlier article [1].
Of particular interest are the very good
results obtained during the last October
night, where images (30 to 120 seconds
exposure) with IQ as good as 0.58ʺ were
taken.
Calculations show that for all these
nights the IQ was limited by outside seeing, remaining optical quality and pixel
size, and not by dome and mirror seeing.
Relative to the October nights, the degraded optical quality of the August night
is explained by the aberration hysteresis
which we are studying at the moment
and which prevented us from getting the
same results as the last night.

investigation (part of the IQ study at large
zenithal distance). A second cause is
mirror seeing. This idea was proposed by
Ray Wilson and has now been proved.
The proof is outlined below in the section
discussing mirror seeing.
Nevertheless, these two effects do
not appear to fully explain the long-term
variability of the spherical aberration as
measured by Antares since 1991 [2].
Antares (a Shack-Hartmann wave-

Not a new problem…

front analyser) and curvature sensing
(intra- and extrafocal image analysis)
measurements show that the residual
spherical aberration at the new focus
position (166 mm below the old one) is
less than 0.15ʺ (d80%), whereas it was
measured to be between 0.6ʺ and 0.8ʺ
by Antares at the old focus position. We
therefore confirm that the spherical aberration is a limiting factor of the IQ at
the actual instrument position.

Dome seeing has long been a concern, but no
consensus on how to improve/prevent.
2. Optical Quality

2.1 Spherical Aberration

Mirror cooling,

The existence of spherical aberration
at the Cassegrain focus was hypothesised in the last article [2], but was still
waiting for confirmation. The most recent
set of tests (August and October 1996)
were all done with the position of focal
plane 166 mm lower than the usual one
and confirms that spherical aberration
was present at the old focus position.
Another concern was the variability in
the spherical aberration values measured (see [2], Table 4) despite the fact that
spherical aberration is a “strong” aberration. Part of this variability is caused by
the M1 mirror cell but still needs further

Floor cooling,
Dome vents,

Figure 1.

Air circulation (in dome or over primary mirror)
…
M2

Propagation

path
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Complex problem
Really need to look at optical turbulence, mechanical
turbulence may not be a sufficient indicator,
Limitation of CFD simulations
Many, many free parameters and configurations (wind
speed, wind-dome azimuth, elevation, etc.
Need to take into account heat sources, radiative cooling of
structures, warm air trapped in telescope tube, caisson
central or seeping through telescope segment gaps.
Telescopes are complex environments, with electronic
racks, hydrostatic bearings… dome differentially heated
during day and radiating away at night.
Wanted to develop a heuristic/empirical approach.
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Idea is to use nonredundant mask to
measure variance of
optical path differences
introduced by turbulence
at different separations,
and thus the optical
Phase Structure Function
(Lai et al, MNRAS, 2019).

Designed, tried and tested on Mauna Kea,
Developed to precisely measure the World’s best optical turbulence.

avelengths

Airflow is pretty small

Kevin Ho (to scale)

CFHT
Dome
• Sensor works,
reliably measures
something physical
correlated with
environment with
large dynamic range
(well within values
found inside the dome).
• The diﬃculty is in interpreting this data. Requires assumptions about how to
integrate Cn2 along optical path
• E.g. bimodal? Transient events? Better to lower average Cn2 or laminar flow
with fewer strong transients?

UH88

Daytime testing

f-5/3

f-4

UH88 with Imaka
•

Imaka Observing run February 19-25th 2019
(terrible weather, except for last night)

•

Two AIRFLOW sensors:

•

•

One just above primary,

•

Second one on telescope’s secondary
spider.

As well as extra-focal image sensor (to try to
detect boiling through flying shadows) as
well as imaka WFS… But no MASS/DIMM
that night

Dome closes

Dome closes
Filter switch
Dome opens

Dome opens
for twilight flats

Small details
(smaller than
subapertures) are
seen by WFS and
re-introduced in AO
correction as low
spatial frequencies
(aliasing) =>
degrade correction!

INdoor TurbulENce SEnsor
(INTENSE)
Research Article

Fig. 9. Isotropy of all the Cn2 measurements made at Thales

Alenia Space Cannes.

•

Research Article

Locally, Aziz Ziad and collaborators have
developed an indoor turbulence sensor, but
it measures the integrated turbulence inside
The concept of the INTENSE instrument reused from
the early LOTUCE prototype: Four or five laser beams are
a room.
The INTENSE instrument inside the cylindrical vac- propagating through the local turbulence from an emitting

ongitudinal and transverse measurements is. Weak turbulence
has been measured in an hermetically closed cylindrical vacuum
hamber (see Fig. 10) at atmospheric pressure condition used for
hermal and optical satellite testing. Those measurements are
dispersed and weakly correlated, the data is obviously polluted
y the noise of the instrument. However, this data corresponds
o a Fried parameter r0 > 5m and demonstrates the sensitivity
f our instrument. The strongest turbulence represented in Fig.
corresponds to a Fried parameter r0 ⇡ 7.5cm, a surprisingly
ow value for a closed environment. It also shows the dramatic
ffect that air circulation, created by particle regulation systems,
have on turbulence sensitive optical measurements made in this
nvironment.

•

Applied Optics

Fig. 1.

Fig. 10.

uum chamber at Thales Alenia Space Cannes.

Based on diﬀerential tilt/image jitter.

•

used to test clean rooms and optics
labs.

•

Could be very
interesting to
deploy along
telescope
tube!

A. Strong turbulence

The INTENSE instrument was installed in a class 100 000 rated
lean room. The 5 laser beams propagate over 7m through
nd transverse a strong wind (Fig. 11). The measurement was
made over the night between 9pm and 5am and generates 704
amples of N = 2048 points. Fig. 12 shows the Fried parameter
measured over one night using the structure
function ofofthe
Fig. 9. Isotropy
all the Cn2 measurements made at Thales
A.A and equation 6. The median value of the Fried parameter
Alenia
SpacetoCannes.
s 7.5cm leading to a turbulence energy
Cn2 equals
2.54 ⇥
13
2/3
0 m
.
To extract the outer scale of the turbulence, we use Eq.12
aking the median value of the Fried parameter
r˜0 over and
all thetransverse
10
longitudinal
measurements is. Weak turbulence
basis generated by each pair of the 5 laser
beams
and
the
meahas been measured in an hermetically closed cylindrical vacuum
ured median A.A variances. The histogram of the calculated
(see scale
Fig. me10) at atmospheric pressure condition used for
uter scale L0 is plotted on Fig. 13. Wechamber
found an outer
thermal
and
optical satellite testing. Those measurements are
dian value L˜0 = 6.95m. The median values
of the
covariances
f the A.A as the function of the bases are
represented
on weakly
Fig. 14 correlated, the data is obviously polluted
dispersed
and
nd are fitted with a von Karman model
of
turbulence
(Eq.
by the noise of the 5)
instrument. However, this data corresponds
using a least square method with the outer scale L0 as the only
to a Fried parameter r0 > 5m and demonstrates the sensitivity

bench at the foreground. Each beam is then reflected on the
reception bench (at the background) toward a small telescope
equipped with CCD camera.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Model

The theory of A.N. Kolmogorov (1941) describes the distribution
of energy in turbulent structures according to their size. It is
valid for a domain of spatial scales called the inertial domain in
case of injection of energy. The inertial domain can be defined as
a domain of intermediate scales where the statistical properties
of the turbulence are isotropic and homogeneous. In this scale,
there is neither injection of kinetic energy, nor waste of energy.
There energy spectral density writes as [11, 12]:
G (k) µ k

5
3

,

(1)

where k is the wave-number.
Speed fluctuations in the air are accompanied with pressure,
temperature and humidity fluctuations. The air refractive index
depends on temperature, humidity concentration and velocity
gradients [12]. The turbulence thus leads to spatial and temporal
variations of the refractive index. For astronomical observations,
the fluctuations of the refractive index are almost exclusively

•

Observatoire
de Calern
Raining, so used a
heat gun to generate
turbulence inside
MéO 1.5m lunar
ranging telescope
dome. Turbulence
very localised, but
excellent overall
agreement.

•

High dynamic range test
bench for ELT: SPEED
(Martinez et al, Messenger,
2015)

•

Want to know how stable the
environment is (LN2 cooling,
fan on WFS camera), how long
before environment stabilises,
etc.

LBT preliminary results

* M1 FAR EDGE Cn2

TELESCOPE

- TEL. AZIMUTH
- TEL. ELEVATION

WIND

- MIRROR CELL TEMP
- AMBIENT AIR TEMP

LBT Site Study

AIRFLOW

LBT Study

One reference instrument
stays in the same location
and configuration.

A second instrument
explores the area.

LBT Study

Differential configuration

\

* M1 FAR EDGE Cn2
* M1 INSIDE EDGE Cn2

TELESCOPE
* WIND AZIMUTH
- TEL. AZIMUTH
- TEL. ELEVATION

WIND
* WIND SPEED
- MIRROR CELL TEMP
- AMBIENT AIR TEMP

LBT Site Study

AIRFLOW

Experiments with configuration and materials

lead to a simple and robust instrument

CFHT Site Study
Motivations, hopes and expected difficulties
- Can we predict an optimal
configuration for passive vents?
- When does active cooling/venting/
active mixing help?
- When does it make things worse?
First step is demonstrating that linear
combination of local sensor measurements
can accurately reproduce macroscopic
dome seeing (i.e. ∑(ai Cn2i) = IQ-DIMM).
-

More spatial sampling; 6-8
Over a longer time period; 6 month ~ 1 year
It will be a valuable data set! But…
Problem of non-linearity in interpretation
of results. Machine learning?

C2PU Site Study
-

Local experiment to develop better mitigation practices
Obtain atmospheric turbulence and profiles from CATS,
Use CIAO WFS on C2PU to get integrated (atmosphere+dome) low
spatial (>10cm) frequencies.
AIRFLOW to get local turbulence inside dome (<10cm).
Focal plane images to get PSF.
Can we build an accurate and
coherent turbulence budget?
Can we improve dome seeing
using fans for better mixing?
Perfect platform to develop
other methods…
- Linear analysis, but
complex problem…
- in-house expertise in
machine learning.

Conclusions
Imaka GLAO demonstrator works: Importance PSF wings (for point source
sensitivity). gain in FWHM is currently still limited unknown sources of turbulence,
pointing to importance of local turbulence…
Which led to the development of a localised optical turbulence sensor, AIRFLOW
Preliminary tests at LBT (got some data, anecdotal behaviour). Site study for CFHT
dome vents underway, would like to develop similar project in-house (C2PU).
More generally, trying to gain a better understanding of self-generated turbulence,
especially dome & tube seeing, and eventually the topographically induced ground
layer, to be able to correct it at the source.
Importance of ∆T, and not just mechanical turbulence. AO systems may not be
to correct high frequency details, and may even amplify them (through aliasing)
In the long run, we could consider deflectors, foils, hedges or gratings to improve the
mixing or the laminarity of the air flow and remove most of the ground turbulence.
But the first step is to be able to measure it, accurately and reliably!

